
GROUP RHODA (Not Not Fun/ Night School Records) 
           
Group Rhoda is a solo project based in San Francisco. The fruits of a five year 
journey into self-discipline and personal discovery, Mara Barenbaum's Group Rhoda 
uses stark musical practices and analogue electronics to evoke imagery and rhythms 
both atavistic and futuristic. With a grounding in minimal wave and the post-industrial 
landscape, Group Rhoda takes surprising detours into tropical rhythm patterns, 
dubbed-out bass throbs, hypnotic wurlitzer flourishes and, above all, Barenbaum's 
distinctive, plaintive vocal. The alluring contradiction at the heart of 'Out Of Time, Out 
Of Touch' is the push of the psychedelic, the hyper-real, the overtly physical and the 
pull of the artificial, the synthesised, the stark. This contradiction is brought to light 
continually through-out 'Out of Time, Out of Touch' - whether in the classic West 
coast psychedelic melodic sense played with Suicide's mechanical simplicity, or the 
industrial rhythms of Throbbing Gristle drenched in a technicolour, sun-blanched 
imagination. 
 
 
About the album ‘12th House‘ (2013, Not Not Fun): 
 
" It's delayed vocals and Rhodes-y keyboard lines, all sunkissed and warm, repetitive 
and hypnotic, makes it ultimately feel at home with the rest of the NNF catalog. That 
said, with its piano stabs and clean percussiveness, "Day Ruiner" would feel more at 
home among straightforward vintage house tracks like many of sister label 100% 
Silk's contemporaries. "Day Ruiner," it's safe to assume, will not ruin your day but 
rather give it a nice lift." (ad hoc) 
 
 
With Out of Time – Out of Touch, her 2012 debut as Group Rhoda, San Francisco 
based singer/songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and beat architect Mara Barenbaum 
stepped out as a solo artist, in the process essaying on the interzone between 
emotive exotica, drum machine grooves, artisan dub pop and something close to 
vocal shadow puppetry. 
Following Out of Time – Out of Touch, she headed out on tour, both locally and 
internationally. During these inspirational and deserved journeys, Barenbaum laid the 
foundations for 12th House, her second album. Working alongside recording 
engineer/producer Ben Versluis, they created an eight song cycle, while while 
implicitly rooted in her earlier work, takes this opportunity to retool, hone and zone in 
one what her sound could be, as part of this development folding a post-punk focus 
into the mix, and edge which gives 12th House a starker and spikier feel than the 
energies that defined Out of Time – Out of Touch. (Vanguardred Magazine) 
 
 


